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Antitrauma, n.

1. A psychic recalibration, esp. one caused by emotional calming and supplantation that un-
tethers suffering instantly, with such a shock, so positively forceful, that irregular chemical 
processes rebalance.
2. What must exist if  the opposite exists.
3. Control?

4. A lighthouse in the subliminal conscious-

ness whose beacon is affixed upon turbu-

lant waters filled with all means of  sorrow. 

A precise beam of  light that scatters pain 

and within the new vacuum space fills 

peace and subtelty like a cork of  spirit. It 

is a song of  wind across a frozen lake, an 

alien and familiar resonance, like the lilt of  

any word of  any language perceived by any 

speaker that feels human and, so, it feels like 

home. A song with which we attune, paired 

like the slackened strings of  a baby grand 

shaking out its fingers, shaking its wrists. 

The mid-most note between a white major 

and a black minor—a white minor and a 

black major—a third and fifth and seventh 

charted on a scale ad infinitum in notatations 

webbing lines that stick bright memories to 

those dimmer, brightening them too, un-

shed. A backwards bullet, a faller flying, a 

thousand hands hoisting the sizzle of  cheer.

On October 1917, a crowd of  70,000 as-

sembled in Cova da Iria, Portugal, to wit-

ness a miracle promised by an apparition, 

the vision of  the Virgin Mary, whom took 

in her hand the sun and washed rain over 

those terrified of  her power. She taketh, 

she giveth, returneth the sun unto the sky, 

clearing the rains, drying the wetness, turn-

ing the faithless faithful and the faithful en-

trenched, and in that bobbing of  celestial 

light, she must have illuminated the pover-

ty of  the working peasants, desperate for a 

miracle as payment for their labor, and how 

the hoe must have hit the earth harder that 

day and for every other day forever—even 

now as the whispers invigorate those, still 

impoverished, still laboring, saying to one 

another, as sweat flails from their speaking 

lips, “I can move this earth if  she can move 

the sun, and she might move the sun for me 

should I labor.”

/ˈan(t)i ˈtroumə/



Yonbelle, adj., n. and adv.

1. On the edge of  insurpassable beauty, then crossing imperceivably and infinitely beyond that 
edge.
2. Every person, in some myriad ways, destitute or wealthy of  spirit or somewhere between.
3. A combination of  knowledges weaved.

4. Golden light at the bow of  the sun upon 

a horizon, the humility of  boundless power 

listening to the banal conversations of  night 

like an astute husband or wife or partner 

or dear friend or enamored lover or all of  

those things combined. Resolve to crumple  

while set ablaze and the white fireflies of  

body succumbed to mind. A cave behind 

a waterfall luminescent with a parody of  

ocean waves, a living hieroglyph, rubbed as 

if  from the cores of  deep sea illiciums. A 

baseball game when its not interesting but 

next to a parent with a hot dog and mus-

tard stains at the edges of  their lips and the 

impossibility of  turning away from their 

marvel. Love making when the Id of  Ego 

becomes Nil and among the most distinct 

physicality, the body departs. An ugly flower 

on the side of  a black asphalt road bestowed 

by an innocent child. Words whispered on a 

death bed, with exact poetry.

A chime, a bell,  a tiding for peace or health 

or hot food for the hungry, as we all hun-

ger incessantly for everything, but settle as 

tones tremble from our tops to our toes 

by the words of  the wind, a metal larynx 

above the sun’s great sweeping hand. We 

hear, from the wind chimes the Chinese 

wrought in 1100 B.C. the other Trinity, of  

the Sangha, the Dharma, and the Buddha, 

divine. Protection, a ward, waving away 

the demons of  silence that might sneer at 

endless song, and like anything that is, the 

song is unlike anything else, forever com-

bining notes in immeasurable measures, the 

beating of  hundreds of  conductors’ batons 

all waving along some dissonant sympho-

ny while shoulder to shoulder in the dark-

ness—yet—the hand’s positions are always 

the same, the sound always true in darkness 

as it is in light, unabated by some quantum 

tautness or untangling, we hear.

/yôn bel/
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Tangleia, adj. and n.

1. Touched by the laughter of  another causing shared laughter to endure.
2. A state of  contagiousness for the spreading of  health.
3. A memory forty years from the brand, that induces sudden laughter as if  new.

4. Two sisters skimming the fourth page of  a 

photo album, their index fingers tracing one 

after another as they ran for one another in 

the backyard of  old houses, pictured else-

where, on other pages. Fingers trace smiles 

or simple candidness to a picture of  their 

father, his pair of  crossed eyes and blown 

up cheeks, his “silly face,” he called it long 

ago, only because they called it that first for 

him and he kept what they named forever 

inside of  his swelled cheeks like a squirrel, 

and they laugh remembering all the times 

his eyes would cross and cheeks would bal-

loon in the worst of  places—in church, at 

recitals—anywhere seemingly too solemn 

for laughter only to exorcise solemnness 

at once, harmonizing steady hymnals or 

bell choirs with staccato ha-ha-has or na-

sal grunts too great for a child’s damming 

hand, the flood too fierce, thesurprise too 

unexpected, his echo, ha-ha-ha.

JonEun Yim writes, “Laughter decreases se-

rum levels of  cortisol, epinephrine, growth 

hormone, and 3, 4-dihydrophenylacetic 

acid...indicating a reversal of  the stress hor-

mone,” and putting a cold compress to the 

burning cheeks of  depression, reducing 

spiritual swelling, and, we might imagine, 

when shared between more than one per-

son, the math becomes multiplicative, mas-

saging, coded in comfort, homelike. In an 

article in People highlighting a viral video 

of  a British war veteran, Ken Benbow, Ben-

bow receives a pillow with the image of  his 

late wife’s, Ada’s, face. The man first laughs 

before trembling into tears, and he remarks, 

later, that he’d “been sleeping with a picture 

of  [his] wife for nine months now since she 

died,” and since he’s slept with his temple to 

her smiling lips, her eyes cast just above the 

wisps of  gray upon his head and he dreams 

of  shared laughter.

/’tôNG ˈlā ‘uh/



Betrasunder, n. and v.

1. To interrupt in a positive and unexpected way that turns one from negative thoughts.
2. A phone call from an old friend.
3. To replace a sorrowful memory with a new experience, which balances the old memory 
with the new, depriving it of  unbalanced power.

4. Seventy two hours straight of  administer-

ing constant care to those sick with a barely 

treatable disease, setting machines as such 

that they might teach the traumatized lungs 

of  the sick to breathe, in and out, as you 

(mis)remember on your first day. When a 

caretaker’s exhaustion outweighs the capa-

bility to endure caretaking but a chant trills 

against the nurses’ breakroom’s window, 

sporadic, needing somehow, too, and when 

the sound is revealed to be the hungry chat-

ter of  infant birds, necks far too thin for 

their bulbous heads, rising and falling like 

pistons with open-beaked mouths, and a 

mother bird that places within each, from 

her mouth to theirs, bits of  what she only 

tastes but does not eat, and gives to them 

what she might need herself, culling the 

chatter in lieu of  momentary satisfaction, as 

this moment is momentary satisfaction to 

the insatiable, the weary, the endless giving.

As Nebraska flooded at record levels in early 

2019, two men, Kyle Simpson and Gayland 

Stouffer, stared across the risen waters from 

Simpson’s home, mercifully saved by its stilt-

ed architecture, upon ruined croplands and 

debris scattered across what promised to be 

years of  recovery. But among the debris, at 

some newly fashioned shore upon the land’s 

highpoint, Stouffer saw a tipped refrigerator 

beached after some unlikely journey across 

the Nebraskan flatland, and upon wading 

through the high waters to the prone appli-

ance, and opening the door, the refrigerator 

was filled with Busch and Bud Light, a neg-

ligible variety, chilled and protected as if  by 

divine ward, ready for enjoyment, and enjoy 

the men did, Simpson claiming, “It was a 

gift sent from the heavens,” some ephasrete 

stocked, tipped, and sent across the state as 

a paper boat upon a stream, to make, at min-

imum, a moment and a few after, bearable.

/bet ˈrə ˈsəndər/
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Commemorist, n., and adv.

1. A surrogate rememberer. 
2. Someone that tells a person’s story to the person whose story it is, because they cannot 
keep the story themselves due to dementia or some ailment of  forgetfulness, including death.
3. Often a spouse or child or grandchild who immortalizes an ancestor through gross inaccu-
racies rooted in some modicum of  truth through practices of  living voice.

4. A ritualist for whom every night is a night 

like the one before it, about some before 

it,  who says to her partner of  seventy years 

who stares most days at things that do not 

change, “You and I danced beside the par-

apet guarding the Yonne’s slow waters, and 

you told me that I was ‘prettier than any 

woman in France,’ and I wondered why you 

didn’t say ‘The whole world,’ or ‘America’ 

at least, to which we returned, to and from 

until ‘returned’ became, merely, ‘turned,’ 

always pivoting, us,” and how sometimes 

the memory made him look at her, who 

changed and stayed as much the same for 

him as she could stay, and he would nod 

and look away, smiling, changing himself  as 

some realization crossed the widening gap 

between consciousness and unconscious-

ness to turn the ceiling into clouds, the rails 

of  the medical bed into a parapet, and her 

hand into something he spun her with.

In a documentary called “Alive Inside,” Dan 

Cohen, a social worker, returned music to 

the ears of  the demented, so lost in the 

wilderness of  their own minds, those that 

could not hear the beat of  their own thrum-

ming hearts, much less the jazz swings pop-

ularized in the late 1930s, but when Cohen 

placed headphones upon old Henry’s ears, 

an elderly man in a nursing home suffering 

of  dementia, every synapse fired like intra-

cloud lightning through his mind and he was 

moved to dance and sing. A man who could 

not speak just moments prior, when asked, 

“What does music do for you?” responded, 

“It gives me the feeling of  love, romance. I 

figure right now the world needs to come 

into music, singing, you’ve got beautiful 

music here—beautiful, lovely, [yonbelle]—I 

feel a band of  love, of  dreams,” and he sang 

us out with Rosalie by Bing Crosby, asking, 

perhaps, “Won’t you make my life thrilling?”

/ˈkä ˈmem ˈ(ə) ˈrest/



Ephasrete, v. and n.

1. Utilizing outdated or cumbersome forms of  communication to show increased effort or 
consideration for the communication’s recipient.
2. A pen instead of  a keyboard, a letter instead of  an email, a postcard instead of  a cellphone 
picture, the long way around, hand in hand, lost on familiar grounds.
3. Non-cursive, complete with no connecting lines, hammering block script with a chisel.

4. A slave to process, hugging the bureau-

cracy, and speaking with two mouths in the 

double speak of  the realpolitik. Love for the 

material of  the materiel, paper to pixels, the 

true high-definition of  the physical, crushed 

and pulped and processed trees on which 

we carve, “I love you,” in our own messy 

hand, because everyone’s said “I love you,” 

but no one’s said it pen to paper, eye to pen, 

mind to eye, scrawling the I and the Love 

and the You just like that. What of  plung-

ing a four by four mounted with a box with 

a flag into the earth and from its fishlike 

drooping lip opens a vastness like that of  

the sea, something that touches everything 

at once, that once touched another, this let-

ter, this parcel, this love, energized  by the 

very atoms shed by its sender, bearing their 

scent, however inadequate, to be made ade-

quate by the fantasy of  a written letter in a 

time that letters are such a rarity.

The poet Willie Perdomo writes, “Letter 

writing is a pure act of  devotion, a place 

where, if  not storytellers, we all become 

human again,” to insinuate that modern 

digital correspondence siphons from us 

some aspect of  our humanity, and so per-

haps, should we devote ourselves again to 

a singular focused act in which we express, 

through mild toil, our affections that all of  

the worsening that seems always coming, al-

ways worsening, that we might evoke an an-

titrauma of  restoration—that the seas might 

lower and the feet of  those living in our 

worldly extremities might dry, and we might 

say, as Francis said to the Muslims, “We are 

the children of  the same God,” and stamp 

in ink a conclusive period upon the doctrine 

of  our similarity, as to not entice some cave-

at—no semicolon, no ellipses, just a single 

secular sentence of  sameness, a pure act of  

devotion, of  storytelling, a pure human act.

/’eˈfəsˈrāt/
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Troumuse, n. and adj.

1. A dreamlike state in which music envelopes a listener and detaches them from their con-
sciousness, weaving them into a song’s melody.
2. The way music takes away the pain, the sadness, the loneliness, becomes a door, becomes 
an escape, if  only for a moment.
3. Music so present it makes everything else not.

4. A concert at 100 decibels shaking the 

spirit from the hard, physical sinew, and we 

become as we were in the womb, uncon-

scious but mezmerized in some pure way 

the world has since reverse engineered, and 

we crack like the dried chitin of  a metamor-

phizing insect and spread wings that propel 

us across the valleys of  sound waves, from 

peak to peak, always at the top, always as 

high as we can be, bouyant with stomachs 

aflutter like the first fall of  a great roller-

coaster or an unexpected hill on a scenic 

drive. A drill that carves a cavity in space 

that makes being surrounded by a thousand 

people feel like solitude, where through a 

thousand screaming voices, there is only 

one, your own, humming a tune, speaking 

a lyric, breathing out an incantation that 

shirks the weight of  flesh and relieves us of  

composition, inking us as a note above the 

scale, impossibly pitched.

Jung’s “collective unconsciousness” posits 

a philisophical theory that, through the un-

conscious, “there exists a...psychic system 

of  a collective, universal, and impersonal 

nature which is identical in all individuals,” 

that in some deep pulse within us we feel the 

grass beneath the old footfalls of  our firsts, 

that our developed symbols and archetypes 

resound in our shared unconsciousness cre-

ating “inherited” meanings and so, when we 

hear any note given a name, A, B, C, D, E, F, 

G, and the mathematical spectrum between,  

the arabic-roots of  the notation fade away 

and instead we become intune with the 

melody of  the entire universe, and should 

we not be so shallow to assume our con-

sciousness is rooted in the hard earth or the 

complexity of  our human minds, then per-

haps when our eyes close behind our cho-

sen hymnals or thrashing sludge metal, we 

remember being at the big bang’s spearhead.

/’ˈtroumˈmyo͞oz/


